Resolution on Daytime Parking Permits

1. WHEREAS, it has come to the attention of The Student Association at University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee that there has been a reinterpretation of the City of Milwaukee’s daytime parking policy.

2. WHEREAS, The City of Milwaukee and Milwaukee Police District 1 will no longer accept leases as verification of residency for daytime parking permits for students and community members, and now instead requires a local address on a person’s Wisconsin driver’s license and a matching address associated with their Wisconsin vehicle registration.

3. WHEREAS, residents were given no notice or warning that this policy change would be taking place.

4. WHEREAS, the cost associated with re-registering your vehicle in the State of Wisconsin is $85.

5. WHEREAS, the cost associated with obtaining a new driver’s license in the State of Wisconsin is $34.

6. WHEREAS, the cost associated with transferring a vehicle title in the State of Wisconsin is $164.50.

7. WHEREAS, the total cost of complying with this policy change may be as high as $283.50, which is a substantial burden for many students attending the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

8. WHEREAS, the Student Association has heard from many concerned and frustrated students who are affected by this change in policy.

9. THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED; The Student Association at University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee asks the City of Milwaukee Common Council to clarify the daytime parking policy to allow for leases or a letter from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee confirming residency to be sufficient for obtaining daytime parking permits from the City of Milwaukee.

10. THEREFORE, BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED; that all communications and statements the Student Association has been sent in regard to this issue are included with this legislation.

11. THEREFORE, BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED, that this legislation be sent to the President of the Student Association, the Dean of Students, the Chancellor, and the Milwaukee Common Council.

Connor Mathias
Student Association President
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